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Welcome to the 4:20 issue of the Koala. Before going any further please
THE KOALA, VOLUME 72, ISSUE I
acquire some marijuana and a device for smoking it. Now that you have
“UCSD’s source for nasty ass brick weed since 1982”
some of the devil’s weed, find a place to smoke it. Here are some options: Peace Gardens - not a bad choice, especially if you can find the Tee
Pee. Grafitti Staircase/Hall - though smoking here might make you more
Last Month’s “Stupid Photo Caption of the Month”
paranoid that a drug mule after 9/11, if you’re of the artistic persuasion or
Winner
just enjoy fucking up the work of those who are, this is your place. Dorm
Room - for losers who can’t leave the computer, and lovers who can’t
leave the bed. The Cliffs - nothing beats this spot, day or night. Hope
this helps if you’re running low or your dealer is dead, I suggest looking
for on campus, there is a treasure map somewhere in this issue.

Treasure Map

Argghh me bitches, follow
the quest below for treasures
worthy of the Twentieth of
Aprowl. Bring with ye libations, vegitations and an
instrument to pry, for the
expedition will be a long one
and danger is nigh.

(Seriously, there is a sac of
100 rolled joints hidden on
campus, this is not a joke,
go smoke that shit!)
Find yerself upon a serpent
head, scales departed but
stones in their stead.
Traverse down the spine, and
keep in mind, the tall tale,
should be behind.
Find the witches’ table and
hit the bong, ye journey now
be half as long.
Now exhale through yer
mouth and march due south
Betwixt ye go, rushing underway and building soon to
stay.
If by a crooked stream ye
climb, lost ye’ll be in short
time.
In yer way lay a stone of good
deed, yer racing the campus,
pick up sum speed.
Find yerself a woman who is
in a clench, she is stuck on a
tree; one nailed wench.
Rest, for yer constitution must
be strong, ye have one more
walk that is quite long.
Follow her hand, right to a
stairwell, up and around get
going, don’t dwell.
Get to the end and look due
west, find the sign on a build-

ing; “genetics.”
This is the direction ye are to
proceed, if ye could fly this
line would to treasure lead.
Now this is the part that requires some thought,
through the edifice ye stand
and in the direction ye sought.
Ye must uncover a plan, and
unman a cover.
If patience ye need, just
think of the weed.
Down the palm of a four fingered paw is yer pleasure,
Towards Davy Jones’ locker is
yer fucking treasure.
Now start down a covered
road, using yer pryer as the
mode.

“I said I wanted a Gary Coleman doll, not a real life
fucking Emanuelle Lewis”
Try your hand (or other masturbatory device) at being
funny.
All you need is a kick ass
website.

WWW.THEKOALA.ORG

Runners up:
1. 100 more presents like these, and
I can start my own plantation.
2. Helping orphan minorities have
one of the happiest christmas
memories of their lives ... $157
Concealing the erection you get
everytime you see little black boy
ass ... priceless
3. That’s a big lump of coal.

This Month’s Photo:

The booty is next to an object
that rhymes with bladder,
get there quick, the sack
ain’t getting fatter.
Below the seal of the provider
ye will find.
Not gold nor silver, but treasure of a greener kind.
Sign yer name on the wall
with yer blood,
Or use the pen left there in the
mud.
If no pen is found then at
least take a pee,
Remember me mates, it’s for
posterity.
Now for the exit ye must plan,
continue down the entire
span.
Get to the fork and exit ahead,
soon as yer up fuck yer homies
and run.

Fun Fatoid:
From 1982
to 1987,
in many
districts of
Melanesia,
the leading
cause of
death was
trees.

“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by
the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those
of The Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at
UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala
are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California
and the Regents or their officers, employees, or
agents. The publisher of this publication bears
and assumes the full responsibility and liability
for the content of this publication.”

UCSD’s Least Wanted:
Drug Lord
Brad Kohlenberg
Growers
Marcus X, Rexi , Moximo, Aaron
Distributors
Skillz, Davey G, Milk, Bear Paw,
Bear Cub, Eugene
Dealers
Sours, Judy, Nicholle, Robert
Connor, Joy, Jake, Mike T, Vince
Slice
Users
E-dogg, Jeremy, Marissa, George, T-bone,
Adam, Barton, Paula, Michelle N.
Drug Mule Caught at the Border
Steven “Westerfield” York
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WORLD FAMOUS KOALA LISTS

Top Five Least Favorite Foods of
Blind People
1. ::. .:. .. . ::.
2. Teenage mutant ninja turtle ice
cream pops
3. Burning wood
4. Sushi
5. Horse shit
Top Five Reasons the TJ Costco
is Better
1. Tequila samplers
2. Prices are negotiable; whereas
one vendor might sell you a box
of corndogs for $7, two isles south
you can find ‘em for two-fifty
3. When you buy a lap dance from
the cashier you get to suck her titties
4. Chicle by the metric ton.
5. No wasted floor space for book
sales
Top Five Things to Say to the
Mime Midget After Fucking
1. If it hurt so much, why didn’t
you say the safety word?
2. Stop pantomime-crying
3. Go home
4. Say something if you don’t want
to be tossed out the window.
5. Back to the invisible box with
you.
Bottom Five Ways to End Phone
Sex
1. With a snap of the phone cord
that has been holding your weight
since you reclined yourself out of
the twelfth story window.
2. With the phone sex operator
answering “So you gonna finger
me baby?” to your “story” about
really wanting to call 911 but accidentally dialing (976) HOT-TWAT
because four and half of your
fingers have just been cut while
protecting your face from a koalamask-wearing, chainsaw-wielding
psycho with a boner.
3. By hanging up the phone with
the President and getting shot
through the head by a secret service sniper bullet.
4. “That will $300, please press #
to return to the main menu.”
5. Having your boss check in on
you just as you’re finishing.
Top Five Complaints of Count
Fagula, the Gay Vampire
1. Parents don’t allow their children near his castle ... ‘cause he’s
gay.
2. His rhinestone cape clues people
in that something is wrong way too
early.

3. Gay zombies say they like
brains but it’s always just physical
with them, they never cuddle.
4. HIV
5. His favorite show, Queer Fang
for the Straight Neck, was cancelled.
6. Having his mortal lover try to
stick a giant wooden stake into
him, when he’s trying to sleep.

6. None of the other priests know
about your and Timothy’s special
confession session.
7. She’s interested in your wallet
and will fuck you in spite of your
miniscule penis.
8. You get the impression that this
one’s sure to piss off your ex.
9. She crys during sex.
10. Negative pregnancy test.

Top Five Reasons I Don’t Read
Fortune Cookies
1. I keep finding tumors in mine
2. Last fortune cookie said I’d be
celestial emperor for one thousand
years and I don’t wanna fuck that
up with lesser cookies.
3. Because by that time I’m holding back gallons of Kung Pao
vomit
4. Eating Chinese food gave me
type II diabetes which gave me a
mild case of blindness, I will never
doubt the cookies again.
5. My psychic told me not to.

Top Five Ways a Blind Man Performs an Abortion
1. The “punch and feel” method.
2. Just pokes the kid’s eyes out, being blind is worse then being dead.
3. Covers the vag in peanut butter
and lets his seeing-eye dog do the
work.
4. Waits nine months, then accidentally steps on the newborn.
5. With his cane.

Top Five Thomas Edison Quotations That Secretly Referred to
Suicide
1. “Many of life’s failures are
experienced by people who did not
Top Five Gay Palindromes
realize how close they were to suc1. Ya G, sooo... ooo’s gay?
cess when they gave up.”
2. Deep, I wipe Ed
2. “The three things that are most
3. Yo, banana boy!
essential to achievement are com4. I’m a bony nob, am I?
mon sense, hard work, and stick5. Trannies named “Hannah”
to-it-iv-ness.”
6. Feeble Tom’s motel beef
7. When I fuck Heath Ledger in the 3. “If I find 10,000 ways something won’t work, I haven’t failed.
ass, he screams, “Sma! Erc! Sehs
I am not discouraged, because
saeht! Nir eg, delh. Ta, ehk! cufin,
every wrong attempt discarded is
ehw!”
often a step forward.”
8. Pretty much any palindrome.
4. “Just because something doesn’t
do what you planned it to do in the
Top Five Reasons Stealing Car
first place doesn’t mean it’s useStereos is Cooler Than Ever
less.”
1. Because
Want
to
see
how
Lists
get
written?
5. “I never did
you have a
No?
Well
in
that
case
do
you
want
to
anything worth
car now
watch
gay
porn
and
launch
a
dead
doing entirely
2. No money
dude’s
dildo
out
of
an
air
cannon?
by
accident.
in train steLike running out
reos
5:00
this
Friday.
of my workshop
3. Because
Media
Lounge
on
the
2nd
floor
of
the
on fire with light
nothing is
Old
Student
Center
bulbs stuck in
more hard(Above
Soft
Reserves)
my
wrists.”
core than
trading drugs
Top Five Ultimate Spring Breaks
for a car stereo.
1. The anal orgy with honey lube
4. Because if you borrow them
and a hungry bear
nobody gets the insurance money.
2. Russian roulet with a full clip.
5. Victims have no choice but to
think about you on their quiet drive 3. Base jumping off a Baghdad
mosque with an Israeli-flag parato Circuit City
chute and a target painted on your
6. You can hear about the rash of
stereo thefts in 7.1 surround sound helmet.
5. The adventure where you finally escape from your abusive
Top Ten Signs It’s a Good First
stepfather, surviving in the woods
Date
for days, only to get captured by a
1. He invites you to go inside
bunch of rapist mountain men.
McDonalds instead of just driving
through.
Top Five Reasons I Should Not
2. He already has your name tatHave Represented Myself
tooed on his chest.
1. How could I kill her, I was basi3. The sores on his dick have alcally raping her
most completely healed over.
2. I couldn’t have done it, I’m dead
4. His parents just lifted his mid3. Carbon-dating shows this dildo
night curfew.
to be over forty years old.
5. The john pays your bitch $500
for half an hour and she ain’t gotta 4. C’mon, it was spring break.
5. Your honor, the plaintiff is obvibruise on her.
ously Dutch.

Top Five Places My Dentures
Could Be
1. Perhaps they are in the fridge.
2. Or in my bowl of cereal.
3. I think they’re over there.
4. Are these them? Nope, just a cat.
5. Here they are, caught in a dead
stripper’s thong.
Top 5 Reasons Why I Peed on
Her
1. She already knew what cum
tasted like
2. She was uglier than the tree i
was gonna pee on
3. I thought it might wash off
where i shit on her
4. She knew what would happen
when she pulled down my erotic
man diaper
5. I heard “GOLDEN SHOWER”
not “HOLD IT, SOURS”
Top Five Lamest April Fool’s
Day Pranks of All Time
1. Putting a post it on somebody’s
back that says “Remove Me.”
2. Switching someone’s shampoo
with a generic, store brand.
3. Telling someone it’s DiGiorno
when it’s actually delivery.
4. Inserting WMD “evidence” into
the President’s inbox as a summer
intern.
5. Setting your friend’s house on
fire so that you can see him slip on
the bannana peel you laid on the
fire escape.
Top Five Reasons I Want to
Have Sex on the Beach with My
Ex-Girlfriend
1. Her new boyfriend is training to
be a lifeguard today.
2. So my friends can sneak up
on us in the soft sand and slit her
fucking throat ...
3. Having the blood spray all over
me mid coitus ...
4. Then we could all run the train
on her corpse and throw her body
in the ocean
5. Because I just do okay?
Top Five Signs You’re Going to
Die in the Next Five Seconds
1. You’ve just socked him in the
balls with all your might and he
giggled
2. You touched this issue.
3. You’re reading this list, so you
can’t see me sneaking up behind
you with a sock full of marbles.
4. Your rapist is ejaculating.
5. You’ve watched helplessley as
the nuclear device counted down to
zero and now some dumb ass says,
“Maybe it’s a dud?”
Top Five Chatrooom Conversation Starters Bound to Fail in
Real Life
1. Who here has herpes?
2. A/s/l
3. Chat here often?
4. Can I get a pic of you?
5. You sound cool are you fat?

4:20 the game

I bet you didn’t know that Simple Green tastes EXACTLY like absinthe! But I do.		
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Let Go of Joint Before Dotted Line.

Roll Joint Here
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the roll (even if a zero is rolled).
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Players:
2-5 teams of any number of people per team.
You need:
A bong, papers, fire, game pieces and herb.
Set Up:
Roll up a fatty joint. Place a bowl sized nug in
the center of the board. The nug and
the weed for the joint should not be
supplied by the same person.
Teams start just off of the tip of
their respective leaf.
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Unhappily Ever After
Times Are Tough for a
White-Collar Leprechaun
By Evan O’Blarney
It’s my worst nightmare, come
to life. I’m at the office, giving the
annual sales numbers to the board of
directors. I’ve got my data down, my
charts are crisp, and I’ve overcome
the awkwardness at having to stand
on five phone books. The entire
board stares at me, nodding intently,
as I tell them the kicker- sales are
up a whopping 20%! I stand there,
eagerly awaiting applause, and
receive only silence. They don’t
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KOALA PARTY REVIEWS
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Parties are rated on a scale from one to five, one being the time you sucked dick for weed, and five being that time some hot chick sucked your dick for weed.

Party out in Carmel Ranch
I was driving down Camino Del Sur and I
stumbled across this real estate development
where they were selling homes. It turns out
this just so happened to be a party complete
with wine and cheese. I get a glass of booze
and realize these scum are selling homes the
size of a matchbox for upwards of a million
dollars. So, I stole their 36 inch plasma TV.

State Party 3/24
Perhaps arriving in a ratio-busting mini-van
of drunk guys wasn’t the best idea, but it
didn’t matter in the end. It started innocently
enough: the SDSU Koala had told us about a
foreign party down the street and we set off
feverishly anticipating the Norwegians soon
to fall into our clutches. Sadly, the only accents I heard at the party belonged to dudes
who had wrapped up the small handful of hot
chicks hours ago.
I have to hand it to State, they can still party
fairly hard without a drop of alcohol in a

Best Birthday Ever 3/4
So I was all set to go see Brokeback Mountain with
my girlfriend but then she’s all, “Wait, put this
blindfold on, I want to show you something first.”
So I do and she drives me for like 30 minutes to
god knows where. All I’m thinking is that she
found out I cheated on her with her mother and now
I’m going to have to experience brokeback when
she removes the blindfold in front of her ex boyfriend and all his friends. Anyway eventually we
get to some place and she leads me somewhere, and
I trip on stuff and then takes off the blindfold and
everyone and their mom is all, “Surprise!” and I’m
all, “AGHHHGHHH!” I get drunk, open up some
awesome gifts, jump on a trampoline, and puke. I
think.

Spring Break Party in
Newark, CA 3/24
Almost immediately
after I got off the plane,
I drove over to see my
buddy Brian, whose mom
was out of town, and was
greeted by him, 3 cases
of Tecate, 4 or 5 ounces
of weed, cheap tequila
(which tasted strangely
similar to rubbing alcohol
and urine), and 50 or 60
kids I went to high school
with. Apparently, Brian
had become the Stifler of
Newark, CA. I proceeded
to get plastered with
douche bags I’ve known
since gradeschool and
retarded with girls who
never gave me the time of
day in high school. Allegedly, I collapsed in the
bathroom around 1AM
and the party continued
for several more hours.
Unfortunately, I was
rudely awaken at 8AM by
one of Brian’s abnoxious
neighbors bitching on his
wife’s behalf. Listen asshole, next time we have a
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party until 4, could you not wake us up at 8?
Thanks.

Delta Sig 4/6
This party started as all parties should, giving some dude all the money in your wallet
to get you and your friends on a bus only to
find out, once the bus arrives at an abandoned
catering building, that you got on the wrong
bus. The vibe throughout the night was,
“This shit fucking sucks.” All the booze I
could drink and a beautiful Indian girl, talking jive on her boyfriend, were the only positive things I could say about this shin dig. I
pretty much spent the night dancing with my
girlfriend and pretending to be somewhere
fun like the Dentist’s office. To top everything off, I saw an ex which wouldn’t have
been awkward had her new boyfriend (who I
had never met) not somehow known my sexual history over the past two years better than
me. After I ran away for fear of this mangod exposing my darkest secrets, the busses
arrived and everyone was quick to escape.
On the bus ride back we all vowed to never
again tell of what we had just experienced ...
oops. The next day, I found out that the PIKE
bus which we would have got on, abondoned
everyone when someone puked in it.
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DJ Here’s 5th Anniversity Party
As DJ Here is my promoter of choice, we
had to support their anniversary Downtown
at Confidential. Me and my girl quickly got
our drinks and headed upstairs to watch the
crowd. We had planned on keeping it simple
until some guys showed up at our table and
bought us another round. +1 star. Next thing
I know we were surrounded by San Diego’s
Finest- dark haired dark eyed well dressed
guys. +1 star. A girl couldn’t ask for more, or
so I thought. Next time the waiter came he
was carring a tray with a bottle of GreyGoose
and plenty of mixers. +1 star. The music was
awsome and the dancing was good-at least
until the guy I was dancing with got a little
too excited and had to sit down. Not cool, -1
star. Luckily then I ran into an ex, who said I
was looking awesome and should give him a
call. +1 for the ego boost. All in all, we managed to get plastered without spending any of
our money, which is how it should be.

house. And it only took everyone half an hour to
realize the situation.
After earning my certification in the Steve York
School of Professional Wrestling, I did my best
impression of a fetishist, dancing with a fatty then
an Asian. (Fun fact: asking a crowd of girls if they
want to dance always gets you the heaviest one.)
Neither was interested in the sort of dancing that I
was (neither grinding nor polka) and I wasn’t interested in them. Just then, the world’s only mini-vandriving pornographer materialized to save us from
more boring people.
1 Star

T he

Defamation League Party 4/8
I show up around 8:00, and consume my fill
of beer and pizza before everyone else shows
up and stupidly expects the same. The crowd
was as diverse as grit-hop itself and before
the band kicked off I was interviewed by Fox
News. The undercover reporter was trying
really hard to be cool, by wearing a red hot
chilli peppers shirt, covering up her crows
feet with pink sunglasses, and saying the
word, “man” a lot. Eventually Chemical Ali
rolled up in the bitch with a shit load more
beers and Def. League exploded as usual.
Cops eventually came as they too often do, to
end the fun. At first the cops were dicks and
started arresting a group of four underage
drunk girls but after getting hugs and phone
numbers from the girls they let them drive
off instead, don’t you just love SDPD.
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He is your new best friend.

?

Fully trained in indoor marijuana cultivation, the Pot Monkey
comes with a top-of-the-line HPS Hydroponic Grow System.
Immune to legal prosecution, the Pot Monkey will set up his own
set of discrete distributors, pay full rent, and smoke you and your
friends out whenever. The Pot Monkey’s superhuman strength
will ensure that no one fucks with the stash, and his rolling skills
will match even the most practiced human stoner.

Just 3 Easy Payments of
$499.99!

Protects your stash!

Rolls his own!

Order yours today!
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We did not write these personals, you did.

Dear God, Thanks for making me a horny bitch you
ironic asshole. - I hate my life
Dear UCSD Students, As a SDSU student this place
sucks. All I see are Asians staring at the ground
when they walk. You guys are dirty peasants that
need to pick some rice patties. This schools is run
by anti-social faggots. So many kook eye cock
sucking, anal licking quiet motherfuckers. This
school is totally lame. You will never compare to
SDSU. - Bigger Cock than Asians

“FUCK YOU” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
to all the asian haters, sayin asians got small dicks.
how the fuck would you know? you’ve gotten your
fair share of dick havent you? i can tell you mines
way fatter than steve york’s and hes a god to you
losers. i dont hear any girls complaining about my
cock. i only hear you whining about it cause you
only like fat dicks up your ass.
This school doesnt suck cause its packed with
asians, it sucks cause all of the racist cunts runnin
around hating everyone thats better than them
whatever tho. keep hating, well be ruling the world
soon
peace
To all the girls at Preuss School...Watch out. I am a
bad bad person, and I’m on myspace. I know where
all of you are that say you are 18.
DEAR ROOMMATE: I know you destroyed my
porno titled Tobey Bryants Blackcourt Violation
and either pay up or throwdown you fuckin coward.
- Brazilian Tree Weasel
To the “Hoe” who bit my hommie on a certain car
ride back to campus on a particular Saturday.
STOP BITING PEOPLE. It only makes it worse
and proves my point that you ARE NOT HUMAN,
let along A FEMALE HUMAN. Thanks to you and
your random crazy shit, we now have to take him
to the vet to get him rabies shots and prepare silver
bullets for the full moon. - S.
To the indian guy that lives in argo 2, I can’t believe
you shit your pants and kissed a guy while you were
drunk. To everyone who knows who this shitmaster faggot is, don’t ever invite him to any of your
parties or shake his hand. Hey man, if you read this,
just be sure not to shit yourself again.
luke and blair forever:) blair, i still want your skank
slut ass, but u never call. i want them aids!-forever,
luke
To that fat dyke bitch in my sociology class who
wouldn’t share her notes with me, fuck you whore.
Just because you are a disgusting whore and I
wouldn’t fuck you does not mean you can’t share
your notes with me pig!!! - E
To all you pigs: Back the fuck off when you call
all girls sluts, cunts, or whores. you screwing any
one of these sluts makes you a slut just as much as
they are. i fucking hate man whores. die die die you
bitches! - es
to the little fag bitch on argo 3, you may be tall, but
your weak and ur weiner is really small (especially
for blair)ps-u were a bitch in high school and nothing has changed (except you have sex with more
guys now) queer-u know who

HELP WANTED: Need some females to minister
unto me from their bounty as my great greats grandfather Jesus had. This second comming has been
quite nerve racking and a rub down would help
much. Any you galls gotta hot tub?
Just if I Ed.Word
Gospel on the John l Ol
(laph out-loud)
To all you obnoxious white guys who think all “wet
asian girls” want to have sex with them...you’re all
fucking stupid. First of all, those girls don’t exist,
and if they do, they’re ugly and probably piss fucking drunk. Sluts. So it must be a fucking pity fuck.
Don’t flatter yourselves. White guys are nasty...
you guys smell and have lots of body hair. What the
fuck is that shit?...Yeah. Because girls really want to
fuck a smelly ass bear. Get a fucking clue, obnoxious ass holes.
[Ed note: The next personal arrived just seventeen minutes later]
to asian guys that complain about not getting white
girls,
grow some fucking balls and ask us out! at least try.
we going go out with white guys because you asian
guys are too scared to ask us out. some of us dont
even like white guys. so have some confidence. you
never know what might happen.
What the fuck is up with these dumb sorority sluts
mainly pifi whores fucking writing dumb ass messages on each other’s facebook wall. Every time
I stalk these dumb bitches on facebook, I have to
read all these dumb blonde comments, “Oh honey, I
haven’t seen you in 3 days, miss you xoxo” and “little, I just want to let you know...I love you!! xoxo
big” If you bitches weren’t so fucking cute and
your fucking little asses weren’t so tight I would not
put up with this bullshit. - k-tom

“FUCK ME” PERSONAL
OF THE MONTH
the hot guy in math 20e winter quarter 2006,
OKIKIOLU, you’re so fucken hot, ur the reason
why i go to class just to sit and watch you. i fucken
hope i see you around campus, cause ur fucken hot.
i fucken hope we can “hang out” fuck i hope we
can hookkk up!!!!!!!!!!!!!! if you see me talk to me.
- math 20e.
to the women’s basketball team. please shave
because we always find pubic hairs lying all over
rimac floor grrrrrr chewbacca. - love alvin (the guy
who spits it with h20 polo ho’s)
to the water polo girl i hooked up with at that one
party. i love you and i need you back in my life and
in my pants. - andrew
To the fag at Wendy’s. You are the most annoying
homosexual individual I have ever met. You really
should end like the gimp from Pulp Fiction. Just
take the fucking order, give me my change, and
fucking get the food. I am sick of your fucking flirt
with the change game where you want me to take it
out of your pocket. Die sooner than later; and bring
back the Price Center Midget!!!
To the little Asian fuckhead at Wendy’s...
Pull that stick out of your ass you motherfucking
nasty fag.
To: Frank Johnson
Just want to let you know that I shot my giant load

all over your stuff. Try to find out where. Also, I
think I got crabs from your mom’s oozing hotbox and your sister screamed out in pain after I
popped her fresh hymen, but I’m sure she’s used
to my giant cock by now. By the way, the reason
your ex-girlfriend dumped you is because she was
tired of fast food dates and faking all her orgasms.
We discussed some solutions to that.
From: That guy that jizzed on your shit.
380,000 spins on meatspin.com! yay suite 210
your now the gayest suite in argo. peter-take it
easy, you’ll go blind. - suite 205
To the fucking chickenshit asshole in Physics
1A- Don’t fuck with the TA. Whatever stick your
parents shoved uo your ass during childhood can
be removed- there are doctors in TJ for that shit.
If you have a problem with a quiz, what kind of
total scumfuck writes an anonymous email to
say “don’t make mistakes when writing quiz”.
Are you fucking serious? Come to my office. If
you are hot you might even get points back. You
must be one ugly motherfucker. And stupid as
fuck too- you are complaining about a class called
“physics for dipshits”. I am going to find you and
beat the living fuck out of you. Also- why the
fuck would I waste my weekend on writing a quiz
you ass-spelunker when I could be out partying
with the various hot girls I am exposed to through
my work? It isn’t my fault that you masturbate to
your textbooks all weekend with you thumb up
your ass.
Love
Your TA
To that fucked up she-man bitch in my Eng 544
class, you’re the ugliest thing i’ve ever seen in
my life. Please die, you have caused quite a lot of
harm to my health. But, feel free to call me anytime... - The guy that hates you but might want to
fuck you
FUCK UCSD-i fucking hate this school
fuck Dimensions of Crap, it is the gayest piece of
shit class ever, fuck DOC and fuck the director
abe shragge aka shylock

Examples of Shit NOT to
Send
MY CONFESSION: I can’t remember how long
I’ve wanted to do this. I want to torture someone
slowly and painfully. I want to kill and I know it
will make me feel great. The pleasure of ripping
someone’s eyes out and cooking them is unbearable. I love cooking human body parts, they’re
so tasty. So yummy. I love it, I want to kill. I
will cut their fingers off and shove them up their
assholes. I will then retrieve it and force-feed it
to them. I will use a cheese grater and grate their
skin off, then pour salt water on them. I will rub
feces on their skin and let it rot slowly, then I’ll
cut off their nipples and implant maggots into the
wounds. I love the smell of rotting flesh, it gets
me so horny. I love to kill and I love to torture.
I will shave their skin off and microwave it to a
crisp and eat it. It tastes so good, a healthy snack
too. I want to cut open a person’s torso and pour
hot oil in and eat them alive.
Ed note: Seriously, What the Fuck? Three of
our junior staffers hung themselves after reading this.

Are you an idiot? Want everyone else to know?
Go to www.thekoala.org/personals.html
And submit a personal today.

